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    Certainty is the everlasting subject of western philosophy, which has been 
displayed in the process of advancing from “ontology” and “philosophy of mind” 
to “philosophy of language”. When philosophers turn from talking about 
“object” to elaborating “mind”, and results in analyzing “philosophy of 
language” the connection of “object” to “mind”, the inquiry of certainty seems to 
always be led to predicament and paradox, of which the most fundamental is the 
attack from external skecptism and internal enemy, which is psychologism that 
will lead to serial varieties such as private language, solipsism, relativism and 
nihilism. Essentially speaking, skecptism and psychologism are birds of a feather. 
The metaphysics building built by foundational philosophers is coming to 
collapse, and rationality, logic and language have the destiny of being 
disconstructed. But wittgenstein appears in the stage of philosophy just as a 
“metaphilosopher”, and in a sense, he takes up in philosophy in order to inquire 
certainity, no matter whether he turns from essentialism to antiessentialism, or 
from logical language to daily practice, and despiting of that his early system 
changes to the completely different later system. 
This paper studies Wittgenstein’s thought about certainty: in chapter one, according to 
Tractatus Logico-philosophicus, the early typical work of Wittgenstein, he based on the 
similar construction of logic, language and world,  “language medium” connects two 
systems--- “logical cognition” and “world ousia”, and what’s more, propositions conform to 
facts, language depicts, copies and pictures world, the author takes this character as semantic 















limited in tradition and followes the traditional way of thinking. In chapter two, according to 
Philosophical Investigations, the later typical work of Wittgenstein, he opposes the similar 
construction of logic, language and world, and deconstructs essentialism by means of family 
resemblance, grasping the meaning of language in concrete uses, and inquireing certainty in 
the variety of language game, the auther takes this character as pragmatic certainty, which is 
the certainty in philosophical and language sense, and it betrays the traditional way of 
thinking and disconstructs the traditional philosophy. In chapter three, according to On 
Certainty, the ending typical work of wittgenstein, he emphasises that the importance of 
action and practice is superior to the system of rationality, logic and language, and he insists 
to inquire certainity in life practice, because itself is also world picture and grammar 
propositions, which is taken the certainty as grammar certainty, also belief certainty, which is 
the certainty in cultural and religious sense, and it betrays the traditional way of thinking and 
penetrates into the daily life  which takes root in tradition and culture. 
Absolutely, Wittgenstein constructs successfully and deconstructs crazily, so we call 
him a destructive genius. 
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